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Abstract: Product design experts depend on online customer reviews as a source of insight to
improve product design. Previous works used aspect-based sentiment analysis to extract insight
from product reviews. However, their approaches for requirements elicitation are less flexible than
traditional tools such as interviews and surveys. They require costly data labeling or pre-labeled
datasets, lack domain knowledge integration, and focus more on sentiment classification than flexible
aspect-opinion analysis. Related works lack effective mechanisms for probing the customer feedback
of complex configurable products. This study proposes a generic graph-based opinion mining and
analysis method for product design improvement. First, a customer feedback data preprocessing and
annotation pipeline that can incorporate designer-specified domain knowledge is proposed. Second,
an intuitive opinion-aware labeled property graph data model is designed to ingest preprocessed
feedback data and perform ad hoc opinion analysis. Applying the generic model to a real-world
dataset demonstrates superior functionality and flexibility compared to related works. A wider
range of analyses is supported in a single model without repeating data preprocessing and modeling.
Specifically, the proposed method supports regular and comparative aspect-opinion analysis, aspect
satisfaction/influence ranking, opinion trend extraction, and targeted aspect-opinion summarization.

Keywords: information extraction; decision-making; labeled property graph model; opinion mining;
product design improvement; requirements analysis

1. Introduction

Customer feedback is a vital source of insight for product design improvements.
User-centric product designers improve products by adapting product features to meet
the requirements inherent in customer feedback. The motivation of designers to satisfy
customer requirements has never waned. They have relied on user-centric models such
as the Kano [1], and QFD [2] for several decades to satisfy the Voice of Customer [3]. The
process of product improvement increases in complexity if the product is configurable
or multi-generational [4]. A component replacement or design change in such products
affects related components. Choosing the correct features to improve helps manage risk
and reduces the chance of product failure [5].

The benefits of adopting a user-centric approach include the ability to produce more
efficient, effective, and safe products. Furthermore, the management of user expectations
and satisfaction levels are handled more easily. Furthermore, products designed with
user-centric methods demand less redesign and promote faster user adoption. Overall, the
design process is enriched with more creative design solutions as compared to non-user-
centric methods. Despite these advantages, care must be taken to avoid challenges posed by
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embracing user-centric approaches. For instance, there is a need to involve more stakehold-
ers and additional team members. This results in a tendency of the approach to be more
costly and time-consuming. Some challenges may also be faced in the collection and trans-
lation of data. Furthermore, the final product may be too specific to be attractive to a wider
audience. The work by [6] discusses the subject in detail and provides recommendations to
effectively balance the advantages and disadvantages of using user-centered methods.

The user-centric models use traditional tools, such as interviews and surveys, to
gather vital customer feedback. These tools are flexible and intuitive because they offer
direct interactive customer access. With traditional tools, designers take a question-first
approach. They prepare questions to solicit responses for specific topics or intuitions
they wish to investigate or verify. They use closed-ended questions to extract facts, while
open-ended questions encourage people to dig deeper to disclose what they feel is essential.
Open-ended questions can be explorative, affective, reflective, probing, analytical, or
clarifying [7]. Designers have the opportunity to shape the type and quality of responses.
However, they fall short in the face of phenomena such as globalization, shorter product
life cycles, and the bourgeoning trend for individualization [8,9]. They require a high
level of domain expertise, high cost, and time-consuming processes [10]. Furthermore,
they are only suitable for gathering feedback from a small sample size of respondents.
These limitations have significantly changed the product design and research community’s
approach to managing customer feedback data. In addition to adapting product designs
to customer needs, user-centric product experts must also adapt their data collection and
analysis methods.

Ecommerce, social media, and other online platforms have grown as an alternative
data source of customer feedback. They offer opportunities to circumvent the limitations of
their traditional counterparts [11]. More data are sourced faster and more cost-effectively
without limitations on time and location [12]. Furthermore, sources such as Online Product
Reviews (OPR) enable the implementation of automated requirements engineering from
user feedback [13,14]. Furthermore, it is workable to use OPR to support the development
of competitive products [15]. They contain customers’ opinions, which help identify weak
and robust performing features. Despite all these benefits, using alternative feedback
sources such as OPR to generate insight for product design is challenging.

A data-first approach is essential to working with OPR. Probing a large corpus of
product reviews for insight differs from interacting directly with customers. Designers need
to process and analyze the data to ascertain whether or not they contain information that
answers their questions. Product experts from different domains require unique insights
to make informed decisions. Consequently, they have different objectives, questions, and
interpretations of what makes a successful product. Product reviews contain people’s
affective comments about a product. The answer to each question is related to a pattern
hidden in the data. Design experts need to expose all the information within a corpus of
customer reviews to flexible ad hoc analysis.

The flexibility to ask follow-up questions in an interview is unavailable when working
with extensive textual feedback data. Each interaction with the corpus requires substantial
effort to obtain results. Such a scenario requires the ability to efficiently link the answer of
one question with the facts of the follow-up questions. It is also challenging for product
designers to track customers’ opinions over time. The product deficiency that concerns
customers most in summer may not be a significant concern during winter. In addition
to time-oriented tracking, it is also challenging to determine how a customer perceives
multiple product features collectively. This is important for understanding opinions on
complex products whose components are bound by strict functional and design constraints.
Even though it is easy to search for the occurrences of words in a text corpus, finding
specific instances of a word (feature) with a particular sentiment orientation is non-trivial.
A sentiment-oriented search is needed to identify and quantify customer opinions of
specific product aspects.
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1.1. Problem Statement

Product designers should have frameworks for flexible processing and analysis of on-
line customer feedback to support product improvement. Such frameworks should support
the analysis of the interrelationships among the aspect-opinions of complex products. Dif-
ferent kinds of analyses should be supported to answer a wider variety of questions. Where
possible, the flexibility should be similar to that of traditional requirements elicitation tools.
The use of online product reviews as a source of customer feedback has gained the attention
of product design researchers. However, most of these works have skewed their focus on
sentiment classification and simple sentiment summaries. The research on analyzing the
resulting knowledge from techniques such as aspect-based sentiment analysis is limited.

Previous studies proposed ways to use sentiment analysis to augment user-centric
models and design techniques [16–19]. The extraction of customer opinions to support
product design has also gained considerable attention from researchers [10,20,21]. However,
these studies lack mechanisms that give product experts the flexibility to pre-process
and label data according to research objectives. They do not offer the product expert a
mechanism to determine the direction of analyses processes. Furthermore, they do not
permit analyzing the aspect-opinion results for ad hoc patterns. These works focus more on
computing sentiment scores for product aspects and usually conclude by presenting simple
sentiment summaries. The current trend is not suitable for complex product feedback
analysis. Using unstructured textual data such as OPR implies sacrificing the flexibility
and intuitiveness accompanying tools such as interviews and surveys. It also means doing
without the convenient customer targeting and generalization that are value propositions
associated with surveys [11].

Therefore, our research on a flexible aspect-opinion analysis framework is imperative
for consolidating the benefits gotten from using online data. Product designers will benefit
from the flexibility to process and label data according to research objectives. They will
also benefit from filtering, matching, and extracting arbitrary patterns commensurate with
questions that elicit affective responses in interviews and surveys. Without reprocessing
data, these features improve the flexibility of analyses by permitting a more comprehensive
range of analyses than related works. Specifically, our method performs regular and
comparative aspect-opinion analysis, aspect satisfaction/influence ranking, opinion trend
extraction, and targeted aspect-opinion summarization.

1.2. Objectives and Contributions

Our objective is to drive more flexibility into the analysis of product reviews for
product improvement. We aim for a method that increases the convenience of processing
and using the resulting data and knowledge from aspect-based sentiment analysis. We
propose a novel labeled property graph model for aspect-opinion analysis of customer
feedback. Our approach transforms the online customer reviews analysis challenge into
a network analysis problem. With this approach, our solution can support ad hoc search,
pattern matching, filtering, and the analysis of the interrelationships among customers’
opinions. We populate this graph model with a data processing pipeline that captures the
essential details of the problem domain.

The details captured by our scheme include reviews, sentences in reviews, keywords
in sentences, the position of keywords in sentences, part of speech of keywords, sentiment
scores of keywords, and classes of keywords. We expose these details to expressive graph
analytics by tying them with relationships in a labeled property graph model. However,
before the graph is built, we employ data programming to help annotate the dataset
according to domain expertise. This annotation method reduces the burden involved
in annotating a large dataset. Furthermore, we propose an aspect-polarity prediction
workflow that detects aspects and predicts their sentiment scores. The workflow is designed
to output a dataset appropriate for populating the labeled property graph model. We also
provide detailed examples of how the model answers questions beyond the simple opinion
summaries prevalent in related works. In particular, our method performs regular and
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comparative aspect-opinion analysis, aspect satisfaction/influence ranking, opinion trend
extraction, and targeted aspect-opinion summarization.

Our proposed method is essentially based on end-to-end lexicon processing. This
limits its ability to capture and analyze implicit constructs. All analysis can therefore be
done only by explicit keyword expressions. We recommend how this limitation could be
resolved in the concluding part of this work.

We organize the rest of this paper as follows. In Section 2, a discussion is given of
some related works in the application of opinion mining to product or service improve-
ment. In the next Section 3, we present various preliminaries and salient concepts of our
proposed method. These include aspect-based opinion mining, data programming, and
weak supervision. We also discuss labeled property graphs and their accompanying graph
traversal and filtering tools. We detail the application of the proposed framework to a
real-world use case in Section 4. A discussion of the significant findings of the research is
presented in Section 5. We conclude our work in Section 6.

2. Literature Review
2.1. Aspect-Based Opinion Mining

The main focus of sentiment analysis (also known as opinion mining) is opinions
that indicate positive or negative sentiments. It is the field of study that “analyses people’s
opinions, sentiments, evaluations, appraisals, attitudes, and emotions towards entities such as
products, services, organizations, individuals, issues, events, topics, and their attributes” [22].

The key levels at which opinion mining is done are document, sentence, and en-
tity/aspect. Entity and aspect level opinion mining is the only one deep enough to uncover
the exact thing that people like or dislike. In other words, document and sentence level
opinion mining fails to identify the targets of opinions or assign sentiments to such targets.
Aspect level sentiment analyses employ a more fine-grained approach by focusing directly
on the opinion itself rather than pieces of language constructs such as paragraphs, clauses,
or phrases. It emphasizes the importance of the targets of the expressed opinion [23]. For
instance, in the sentence, “the color of this laptop is terrible, but the backlit keyboard is perfect for
me”, the opinions on “laptop” and “backlit keyboard” (keyboard) are negative and positive,
respectively. The overall sentiment of the sentence, whatever it may be, has an ambiguous
relevance for product design improvement.

There are two main ways to classify opinions [24]. First, depending on the number of
aspects they convey sentiment on, they can be regarded as regular or comparative opinions.
Comparative opinions compare several entities based on a shared aspect. In contrast,
regular opinions express sentiment on a specific entity or property. Second, they are
described as explicit or implicit depending on how they are expressed. The two main vital
tasks for aspect-based sentiment analysis are extraction and aspect sentiment classification.

The techniques mentioned so far are based on the assumption that people express
sincere opinions. However, studies have shown a discrepancy between people’s actual
opinions and publicly expressed ones. This gap is often caused by people being influenced
by the views of others or the need to withhold their real feelings. The need to bridge this
divide is also an active area of research in aspect-based opinion mining [25,26].

2.2. Sentiment Analysis for Product Design

The formulation of closed-ended survey questions limits the usefulness of the insight
in the responses. Primarily, the process assumes the customers care about the features
mentioned in the survey [27]. There is more value in collecting customer feedback in an
unguided manner. Thus, more open-ended questions are preferred since they encourage
more sincere user input quickly and efficiently. This requirement motivates the heightened
interest in analyzing data sources, such as social media and online reviews. Other moti-
vating factors are the benefits gained from the faster and less expensive data acquisition
processes these online data sources present. Researchers and industry experts need to
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surmount the challenges of analyzing unstructured and opinionated customer feedback
data to access these benefits.

The literature on aspect-based sentiment analysis is quite extensive. This section
focuses on studies that have proposed solutions for extracting insights from unstructured
textual customer feedback to support the product or service design process. A fundamental
task in enhancing product design is to extract user requirements from a corpus of customer
statements. The general steps include applying various techniques to perform product
aspect extraction, sentiment classification, and opinion summarization. Some research has
focused on extracting user requirements to support the early stages of product design [28].
The frequency of features with positive sentiments is used to estimate and weigh the
significance of customer requirements.

A semi-automated systematic approach to support designers in the decision-making
process was proposed in [29]. First, the authors created a dataset by crawling 264 customer
reviews from the web. Second, they subjected product review to Document-Level Sentiment
Analysis (DLSA). The third processing step involved a round of Aspect-Based Sentiment
Analysis (ABSA). A domain-specific lexicon was used with a user-defined dictionary for
the ABSA task. The ABSA operator feeds on a generic opinion lexicon to detect sentiment
words. Furthermore, the work focused more on finding the cause-effect of the pros and
cons through Correspondence Analysis (CA). It is unclear how the solutions will perform
over a larger corpus of several thousands of reviews. The results of the data-driven CA
require further intervention by the design engineer. The proposed scheme does not give
product designers a way to query patterns of their choice. Furthermore, they have no way
of deciding the level of granularity for performing sentiment analysis.

The proposed work by [15] deals with revealing new insights to aid product design
through a combination of online product reviews, design theory method, and data analytics.
It uses a statistical approach for analyzing product reviews. The study extracts feature-
sentiment pairs after a trained model predicts sentence sentiments. The authors identify
correlation for feature-sentiment pairs on the assumption that the small size of sentence
arrays gives better accuracy on average. In addition, the framework used the frequency of
distinct feature pairs as a sign of their significance. However, a simple frequency count in
information retrieval is not a good indicator of relevance or significance in large corpora.
Overall, the framework performed the defined task without giving the designer enough
control over the direction of data processing. Furthermore, it lacked variability in the
analytics possible. A designer using this scheme has no way of probing further by asking
questions or querying along multiple dimensions. This required flexibility is akin to using
traditional surveys and focus groups. They limited the analysis to feature-sentiment pairs
and touched little on the product aspect classes.

Although a product can be enhanced by improving its robust features, other works
take different approaches. For instance, studies such as that in [30] try to use approaches
such as topic modeling and sentiment analysis to reveal opportunities (new features) for
design improvements. On the contrary, other works such as that of [31] focus on finding
obsolete functions of products to improve the design. In [32], research takes on providing
information about the weakness of the product. It proposed an opinion-aware analytical
framework that uses a combination of sentiment analysis and network analysis to detect
product weakness. It takes into consideration both comparative and non-comparative
opinions. The work significantly leverages the comparative statements discussing two
products to create a network where vertices are of the same type (products) and sentiment
strength serves as weights for edges. The Page Rank algorithm is used to compute the
authority of vertices. It relies mainly on the content of the reviews. Although it is related
to product design, the results are more suitable for customers than designers. It provides
limited options for engineers’ input and intelligent querying. The product improvement
strategy in [33] relies on the combination of the conjoint analysis model and the traditional
Kano method. It consumes each review as a stimulus perceived by the customer. It
takes the sentiment of the text as the consumer’s utility. Three preference models (i.e.,
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vector, ideal-point, and part-worth function models) are used in the conjoint analysis. The
proposed attribute or product aspect identification and sentiment analysis methods do
not incorporate the product research plan of the design expert. They depend mainly on
the term frequencies and their inter-semantic relationships as Latent Dirichlet Allocation
and Page Rank inputs. Moreover, extra effort from design experts was then used to
scale down the discovered terms from 4105 to 1123. For design domain experts, it seems
counterintuitive to visit the review corpora first for insight into product aspects or their
keywords/synonyms. Their work also relied on the naïve summarization of simple tallies.
This approach does not lend itself to expressive querying to glean insight into relationships
between subcomponents of configurable electronic devices.

A framework was proposed in [34] to track the trends of customer requirements as
well as make product comparisons for product design. Their framework employed Part
of Speech tagging and WordNet lexicons to extract product features from reviews. The
framework used frequent nouns as seed words to identify aspects. The identification of
aspects is preceded by stopwords removal and stemming. These processing tasks are
necessary for the semantic clustering of words that follows. They then used a pre-labeled
dataset to train a Naïve Bayes classifier for predicting subjective and objective sentences.
They combined the subjective representation of sentences and the WordNet lexicon to build
a Naïve Bayes sentiment classifier to predict the sentiment polarities of product features. To
analyze the dynamics of customer requirements over time, the authors proposed a Kalman
filtering [35]. This approach relies heavily on prelabeled datasets such as the previously
discussed literature. Furthermore, it presents only simple opinion summaries, which are
inadequate for complex product design. The study in [36] built a structured preference
model centered on sentiment orientation analysis to determine candidate features for
improvement. The study constructed a re-design index and a target feature selection model
to weigh the feature re-design priority and to identify candidate features in the presence of
various factors. The shortlisting of candidate features was implemented whiles considering
the factors of engineering cost, re-design lead time, and technical risk.

The application of fuzzy logic and theory has been helpful in some research studies for
analyzing customer feedback for product design. The work in [37] proposed a method for
investigating the preferences of consumers with a focus on product design. The approach
combines sentiment analysis, fuzzy set theory and uses evidential reasoning as an opti-
mization algorithm for analyzing user-generated content. It essentially shortens the time to
review the content and summarizes the results according to the domain expert’s prescribed
criteria. The criteria are a shortlist of extracted keywords from the user-generated content.
Opinion summaries are valuable outputs of methods that process large volumes of opin-
ionated text. However, it is necessary to further analyze the opinion-based interactions
between product aspects when working with complex configurable products.

A dynamic evolving neural-fuzzy inference system was proposed and applied to
extract customer preferences via opinion mining [38]. Their proposed scheme is an adaptive
neuro-fuzzy inference system that processes product attribute values and the mined time
series data. Similarly, [39] proposed an approach to dynamically mine user requirements
the categories of user attributes, common attributes, and manufacturer attributes. Attribute
weights are assigned by the Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TFIDF) method.
In [40], the presented a fuzzy rough set time series method that combines the results
of google trends with opinion mining of online reviews to forecast the importance of
product attributes.

Information gathered from social media has also helped support New Product Devel-
opment decision-making in an automotive industry use case [41]. Their suggested design
process is assisted by applying a sensemaking approach. The authors used Fuzzy logic
to perform mining and measurement of the variations of customer sentiments in all the
stages of the new product development to identify sensemaking patterns. The automotive
industry currently churns out highly complex and configurable products. The analysis in
this proposed approach deals with individual aspects of the products in isolation. Automo-
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tive components are interrelated in function, position, or appearance. Therefore, experts
gain less insight if they analyze user sentiment probing the emotions on specific aspects
relative to others. Such an added analytics functionality will be beneficial in cases where
the change in one feature may require a justified change in a related feature or component.

Social media platforms have also served as a data source for sentiment analysis for
product design improvements. Sentiment analysis has been influential in the analysis of
feedback for the design of Product Service Systems (PSS) [42,43]. Ref. [44] focuses on
simplifying the information search process for designers by proposing a method to merge
and present product design-related insights from social media. The method was applied to
the re-design of PSS whiles considering user feedback from multiple sources. The study
proposed an opinion extraction tool with a filtering functionality to enable PSS experts to
filter information along several dimensions, such as gender, location, and final product.

The New Product Development (NPD) research domain has also benefited from the
analysis of unstructured textual feedback provided by stakeholders. The popularity of
product features among social media users was measured through sentiment analysis
to aid in decision-making in (NPD) [45]. However, the proposed approach requires the
intervention of domain experts to prune the list of commonly occurring aspects in a manual
activity that produces the most common features. These features are then weighted against
their frequency rates to measure their association with the proposed features.

Textual customer feedback is also applicable to evaluating user experience in the
product design research space. Some researchers adopt metrics such as the rating score,
number of stars, or sentiment score of a review to measure a customer’s satisfaction.
Adopting such a holistic approach is valid for extracting the overall opinion on a product
or comparing the general customer opinions on the design of similar products. However,
its effectiveness is limited for supporting design decisions because it does not provide
information about particular product aspects. In essence, there is a failure to determine
the features customers like and dislike. To resolve these challenges, other researchers take
an approach that breaks user experience down into evaluative constructs representing
interaction with individual aspects. For instance, the work by [46] offers a way to extract
essential elements that enable analysis and understanding of user experience from social
media data. Once again, the results are a simple tally of feature sentiments. Their method
does not allow related features to be analyzed concurrently interdependently. A critical
task in using opinion mining for product design is in summarization, and sampling [10].
It is especially in this task that this paper identifies an opportunity for improvement.
Both review summarization [47], and hierarchical organization [48–50], have a level of
granularity such that they operate at the document level. Inherent relationships exist
between specific product aspects. These relationships are imbibed in the way customers
comment about them and how they interface in the product’s design. Therefore, a more
granular approach with functionality to analyze this connectivity is needed. A typical
pattern is apparent in recent related works where the eventual results of proposed schemes
are based on simple opinion summaries. They cannot give the user the flexibility to perform
investigations on product reviews along multiple dimensions of inquiry.

The study in [51] investigated and quantified the effects of product attributes on
customer satisfaction by applying regression and sentiment analysis. Their regression
model was based on customer satisfaction results from the sentiment analysis and product
features. However, the regression analysis on customer satisfaction results was carried
out at the sentence level. The authors judged the proportion of satisfied customers by
the number of positive review sentences. The analysis was not done at the aspect level
and hence does not give product designers direct access to what features customers liked.
The framework proposed in [52] extracted information from online product reviews and
verified its helpfulness to designers. Helpful reviews are classified as positive, while
non-helpful reviews are classified as negative. The authors trained a prediction model on
helpful/non-helpful reviews from amazon with a CNN on word2vec embeddings. The
framework provides a way to perform sentiment prediction but only at the sentence level.
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The aspect extraction that followed is disjoint from the sentence sentiments. This makes it
challenging to determine customers’ opinions at a fine-grained level.

3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Preliminaries
3.1.1. Flexible Analytics and Complex Products

According to the European trademark and design right laws and guidelines, a complex
product means “a product which is composed of multiple components which can be
replaced permitting disassembly and re-assembly of the product” https://ipright.eu/
design-regulation/en/Article-3, accessed on 5 December 2021.

This work targets products with multiple components that accommodate alternatives
to various components. With such products, replacing one component version with another
creates a different product variant. This kind of complexity is prevalent in the mass
customization and personalization domains. In such a case, customers’ requirements
need to be reconciled with the structural and functional dependencies dictated by the
product’s design. Although multiple stakeholders may give feedback on the same product,
they may most likely refer to different product variants. An intuitive data modeling and
corresponding analytics capability are required to handle the complexity of the product
and the complex nature of unstructured text by which customers express themselves.

Flexible data analytics can easily and quickly use data analytics without pre-processing
or redesigning data models to fit new lines of inquiry. It supports ad hoc reporting and
insights into specific trends and reduces time loss. Such an approach can effectively enable
experts to perform analysis and execute ad hoc queries based on the relationships inherent
in the problem domain. This approach, however, should go beyond simple aspect-opinion
tallies of negative/positive counts for a particular aspect. For instance, where two product
aspects are related in design schematics, it implies a design change of one affects the other.
A design expert may want to know how one aspect is perceived relative to the other.
Previous works do not show a clear path to asking and answering these questions from
unstructured text.

3.1.2. Data Programming

How an analytics framework deals with preparing data for consumption plays an
important part in providing the needed flexibility to users. It is neither fast, easy, nor cheap
to produce high-quality training sets in large volumes for machine learning. Hand-labeled
training sets are susceptible to bias of human heuristic understanding and inconsistencies
in accuracy and performance. Hence there is a risk in using labelers who may or may not
be domain experts. As in most computer systems, the human factor is more often than
not the weak link. Where the needs of applications change, new or modified training sets
are often needed. Substantial effort has been made to automatically label data in various
domains including topic models [53,54], cyber security [55], semantic roles, [56,57] and
speech analysis [58].

A paradigm such as data programming can be applied [59] to reduce the risk and
cost. Data programming enables the programmatic creation and modeling of training
datasets whiles providing a unifying framework for weak supervision. Weak supervision
is about “leveraging higher-level or noisier input from subject matter experts (SMEs)” [60].
It serves as an exemplar with which user-defined programs called labeling functions are
written to provide labels for some respective subsets of the data. Labeling functions can be
written to represent weak supervision approaches such as distant supervision [61] which
depend on existing knowledge-bases [62]. Crowdsourcing labeling tasks that depend on
the labels from many data labelers can also be expressed as labeling functions. Furthermore,
a combination of domain-specific patterns and dictionaries can be captured conveniently
as labeling functions. Collectively, these labeling functions generate large training labels.
However, these training labels may be noisy, emanate from multiple sources or views, and

https://ipright.eu/design-regulation/en/Article-3
https://ipright.eu/design-regulation/en/Article-3
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potentially overlap. This implies the possibility of labeling functions conflicting on some
data points and having varying error rates.

Learning the accuracy of labeling functions together with their correlations enables
the automatic denoizing of the training sets [59]. A data programming framework achieves
this by modeling labeling functions as a generative process [59,63,64]. Furthermore, a de-
pendency graph can represent naturally occurring or deliberate user-induced dependencies
among labeling functions. A label function dependency graph over the labeling functions
is then formulated as a directed graph where each edge is connected to a dependency
type. Solving the resulting problem can be done by leveraging a Gibbs sampling of the
distributions used in gradient descent.

3.1.3. Labeled Property Graph

The main components that make up a property graph are a set of labeled edges for
which both the edges and their constituent vertices have properties assigned. Formally, a
set of vertices V, a set of directed edges E (i.e., E = E1, E2, ..., Em ⊆ (V ×V)) with m > 1
implying existence of multiple relations, a collection of edge labels Σ (i.e., (λ : E→ Σ)) and
a mapping µ (i.e., µ : (V ∪ E)× R→ S) from elements to keys playing the role of properties,
all together define the labeled Property Graph, G = (V, E, λ, µ). The resulting construct, a
multi-relational property graph, presents enough flexibility to expediently model complex
domains into efficient, searchable spaces [65–67].

3.1.4. Graph Traversals and Property Graph Filters

Based on a functional flow-based approach [68], single-step traversals can be defined
over multiset domains and ranges. This approach allows for repeated element types
along the navigation path [69]. Graphs traversals refer to the visitation of graph elements
algorithmically. The power of set X is denoted by P(X) and is the set of all subsets of A
(i.e., 2X). The incoming (i.e., ein : P̂(V) → P̂(E)) or outgoing (i.e., eout : P̂(V) → P̂(E))
edges of a given vertex can be found by traversing to them. Given an edge, it is possible
traverse to its head (i.e., vin : P̂(E) → P̂(V)) and tail (i.e., vout : P̂(E) → P̂(V)) vertices
as well using a similar single step traversal approach. The properties of an element (i.e.,
ε : P̂(V × E) × R → P̂(Γ)) assigned to vertices or edges can be reached for key values
r ∈ R.

Property graph modeling has been chosen for this work because of the flexibility and
expressiveness it provides through filtering at varying levels of granularity. Filtering can
be conveniently carried out on properties γ ∈ Γ the key r ∈ R with εp± : P̂(V ∪ E) ×
R× Γ → P̂(V ∪ E). Furthermore, edge label σ ∈ Σ, it can be allowed or filtered out (i.e.,
elab± : P̂(E)× Σ→ P̂(E)). This can also allow or filter out a provided element by using an
operation such as εε± : P̂(V ∪ E)× (V ∪ E)→ (V ∪ E).

3.2. Graph-Based Opinion Mining and Analysis Framework
3.2.1. Problem Formulation

This work proposes a data management and analytics framework that enables product
design experts to perform ad hoc analysis and reporting on unstructured textual customer
feedback data.

A product is a collection of various functions desired by customers. The features
or functions of a product constitute the central point of interaction between customers
and product design engineers (shown in Figure 1). For these two groups of stakeholders,
product features embody desire, communication, and design. One of the aims of design
experts is to identify and adopt design solutions that satisfy customers’ desires. In the
context of product improvement, the design process evolves the functionality of a product.
It is the task of making bad features good and making good features great. However, before
proposing design improvement solutions for multigenerational products, the opinions and
desires of the customers concerning the current product lines must first be understood
in great detail. Since these desires are expressed in massive bodies of text, they must
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first be extracted and analyzed to scrutinize the complex interrelationships among the
various products. Another challenge is that textual data sources are unlabeled and not
curated. Online data sources are challenging to use because there are unlabeled and not
curated. A solution is needed to enable the design engineering team to generate training
sets quickly, perform product aspect-based sentiment analytics, and provide decision
support for product improvement. We leverage the domain expertise of designers and
lexicon-based methods to extract insight in an end-to-end fashion.

Figure 1. Interaction Model of designers, customers and products.

In the rest of this section, we present a detailed description of the various parts of
our proposed solution. We describe the inputs, the pre-processing tasks, and the expected
outputs of the whole model. We then present the various processing modules for generating
the desired outcomes.

3.2.2. Required Input

• Domain knowledge: There are a limited number of keywords used to describe a
particular product and its components. These may include standard lexicon used by
industry experts and jargon adopted by the user community. Domain experts are
privy to such vocabulary and are empowered to compile the needed set of domain
knowledge to describe a product and its components. The information is fed into
modules B and C as 2©. This activity provides the needed information for conducting a
semi-supervised topic annotation. Fully unsupervised topics models such as LDA [70]
fail to produce coherent results in domain-specific applications [71].
Our approach avoids the incoherence induced by the non-uniform application of data
labeling rules through human labeling. The challenge of devising methods to limit the
resulting lexicon space to those related to the product domain is not applicable.
With enough expert knowledge about a given product, the number of topics and the
associated vocabulary and nuances are known in advance to a satisfactory level of
detail. This is especially relevant if product designers need to study particular product
features as part of their research goals.
Therefore, we model the problem as one first requiring a solution to labeling user
sentences according to a product designers’ preferred product aspect domains and re-
search objectives. The basic concepts of the domain knowledge formulation approach
are described as follows:

– Product aspect classes: Aspect classes represent the various parts or components
of a product whose customer opinions design engineers wish to collect. The
selection of these aspect classes is specific to both the product and its domain.
They represent a particular context or feature of the product.
Since they represent candidate features for improvements, they could also be
specifically targeted parts for analysis and insight generation. For instance, if
engineers want to know what customers feel about the OPTICAL DRIVE on a
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laptop computer, it will be classified as an aspect class. The collection of q of such
classes and their associated keywords forms the label space L = {y1, y2, ..., yq}.

– Product aspect keywords/terms: These terms or keywords are domain-specific
words used to describe the various components and functionality of a config-
urable multigenerational product. These are keywords that customers and in-
dustry experts use to describe the various aspects classes of the product. Each
keyword is linked to a specific aspect class, and multiple keywords are often
linked to a single aspect class. The combined list of keywords from all aspect
classes directly translates into the search space. For instance, the associated key-
word/term list for the OPTICAL_DRIVE could be OPTICAL_DRIVE=[“optical
drive”, “optical drives”, “dvd”, “dvd drive”, “dvd/cd”, “cd_rom_drive”, “cd
rom”, “videodisk”, “videodisc”, “superdrive”, “compact disk”, “compact disc”].

– Rules or constraints: these are the rules used to govern how keywords relate to a
specific aspect class. For instance, ‘windows’ could refer to a part of a building or
an operating system in the laptop product domain.

– Domain specific dataset: this type of data is representative of the product domain.
It ideally contains the required lexicon for describing the product and its vari-
ous component. This dataset can be a collection of product manuals and other
documentation or a collection of pre-labeled review datasets of products in the
same domain. The proposed framework will apply a domain knowledge-based
automated data labeling process on this data to produce a label.

• Product review data: This dataset represents a collection of real customer reviews of
a specific product and is fed into module A as 1© according to Figure 2. Customers’
opinions and feedback are essential information required by design engineers to
validate their products for a product. This feedback is required in the testing of
product prototypes. However, it is also needed to improve existing products and
services. Call center and CRM logs are some sources to obtain such data. In this
framework, we rely on product review data. Such data are readily available and faster,
easier, and cheaper to collect than surveys or questionnaires.

Data-
preprocessing 

pipelines

Automated 
data 

annotation

Aspect-opinion-
polarity 

prediction

Flexible 
opinion-aware 

anlaytics
53 4

User feedback

Domain knowledge

1

2

A B C D

Figure 2. The research design of the proposed graph-based opinion mining and analysis framework.

3.3. Processing Modules

This work proposes a modular approach to solving the formulated problem. Alto-
gether, the proposed architecture has four (4) processing modules. The core task of each
of the modules can be solved in various ways. We adopt a comprehensive end-to-end
lexicon-based approach for all modules. We select and deploy methods that enable the
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modules to conveniently consume data from the preceding modules and pass on accurately
formatted results to the next. This section gives a brief description of the goal of each
module and its corresponding methods.

3.3.1. Module A: Data Pre-Processing

These are natural language processing pipelines that feed subsequent modules in the
architecture with clean data. The expected input data to this module include review data
and other forms of data that express opinion or sentiment about a product or service as
described in Section 3.2.2.

• Sentence extraction: this stage breaks down the various statements or documents
about a product into sentences. The raw segmented sentences shown as 3© in Figure 2
are sent to the model for automated labeling.

• Pre-processing pipeline for aspect-opinion polarity prediction: for this pipeline some
extra steps involving Part Of Speech tagging followed by tag extraction is applied
to each sentence. The list of tags according to the Stanford-POS tagger [72] https:
//stanfordnlp.github.io/CoreNLP/pos.html, accessed on 5 December 2021, is [‘NN’,
‘NNS’, ‘NNP’, ‘NNPS’, ‘RB’, ‘RBR’, ‘RBS’, ‘JJ’, ‘JJR’, ‘JJS’, ‘VB’, ‘VBD’, ‘VBG’, ‘VBN’,
‘VBP’, ‘VBZ’] .

3.3.2. Module B: Automated Data Labeling

Design engineering experts need the ability to rapidly create training sets to create
machine learning solutions that perform analytics on customer feedback. Instead of manual
labeling, we opt for an automated approach through the use of a set of heuristic rules called
labeling functions (LFs) [73]. This approach avoids the errors and inconsistencies prevalent
in hand-labeled training examples with numerous data annotation rules.

Domain knowledge associated with various product features under investigation
constitutes domain heuristics. Label functions are defined to encode these domain heuristics
to provide (non-zero) labels to a subset of the unlabeled data points. The key is to construct
high-accuracy and high-coverage labeling functions. Approaches applied in the definition
of LFs include heuristic pattern matching, distant supervision, ensembling weak classifiers,
low resource, medium resource, and high resource [73].

Each labeling function λi : X → {−1, 0, 1} has some probability βi of labeling an
object whiles the probability of assigning this label correctly is given by αi. The distribution
of the model is given by Equation (1) where Λ ∈ {−1, 0, 1}m represents the output over
m objects by a labeling function λi : X → {−1, 0, 1}m whiles Y ∈ {−1, 1} is the predicted
class. For a scenario where a ∈ Rm and β ∈ Rm are assumed to vary, Equation (1) specifies
a family of generative models.

µα,β(Λ, Y) =
1
2

m

∏
i=1

(βiαi1{Λi=Y}+

βi(1− αi)1{Λi=−Y} + (1− βi)1{Λi=Y}

(1)

Equation (2) captures the essence of the problem to be solved when using maximum
likelihood estimation to learn the parameters (α, β) for a particular unlabeled training set
S⊂X . The is resolved by applying stochastic gradient descent (SGD). SGD is used to
maximize the probability that the observed labels of the training set S ⊂ X occur under
the generative model expressed in Equation (2).

(α̂, β̂) = arg max
α,β

∑
x∈S

log P(Λ,Y)∼µα,β
(Λ = λ(x))

= arg max
α,β

∑
x∈S

log

 ∑
y′∈{−1,1}

µα,β(λ(x), y′)

 (2)

https://stanfordnlp.github.io/CoreNLP/pos.html
https://stanfordnlp.github.io/CoreNLP/pos.html
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3.3.3. Module C: Aspect-Opinion-Polarity Prediction

As shown in Figure 2, this model takes as input the labeled sentences 4©, the class
labels, and the corresponding aspect keywords 2© from the domain knowledge base.

The output is a sentiment score for each feature keyword found in each sentence.
For each labeled class, the algorithm searches its aspect keyword space for the keywords
within the sentence. It then applies the three steps below according to Algorithm 1 to
determine the final polarity on each aspect within the sentence. We use the VADER lexicon-
based semantic library (VADER (Valence Aware Dictionary and sEntiment Reasoner)-
https://github.com/cjhutto/vaderSentiment, accessed on 5 December 2021) for our work.
It performs well on online reviews and social media source corpora [74].

• Segmentation sentiment score function: this step segments sentences according to the
comparison words found in them. Comparison words such as [but, however, albeit,
although, in contrast, despite, though, on the one hand, on the other hand, then again, even
so, unlike, while, conversely, nevertheless, nonetheless, notwithstanding, yet] are used as
a point of reference to split sentences. Searching the resulting segments for aspect
keywords reveals which segments contain aspect keywords. Once the right segments
are identified for the aspect keyword in focus, the sentiment score is computed.

• Proximity sentiment score function: This algorithm uses a propagation variable to in-
crementally expand the word neighborhood of an aspect keyword found in a sentence.
It works with the limits of the set propagation variable. It then adds up the sentiment
of each neighborhood with decay as the neighborhood increases.

• Dependency sentiment score function: the dependency relationships between words
in a sentence places adjectival words/phrases naturally close to the targets (nouns)
they describe. Each word apart from the one designated as the root has a single parent.
This results in a tree-like structure called the dependency tree from a process known
as dependency parsing [75].
This procedure is applied recursively based on the number of times a target word
appears in a sentence. Words may be far apart in terms of their distance in the sentence,
but they may be semantically close in terms of context. In this regard, the technique
used to identify the relationship between two entities in a sentence is the use of the
Shortest Distance Path computation (SDP) [76]. This approach resolves scenarios that
proximity and segmentation sentiment score functions cannot handle, as it correctly
associates nouns with adjectives.

• Aggregate sentiment score function: the main task of this function is to compute the
average of scores obtained from the three functions. The final score represents the
opinion on a particular aspect in a sentence. The steps are enumerated in Algorithm 2.

3.3.4. Module D: Flexible Opinion-Aware Analytics

To perform flexible analytics on the product research dataset, we model the network
of relationships for sentences, aspects, opinions as a labeled property graph. In this model,
each path (arbitrary step length paths) between a pair of vertex sets is regarded as a bipartite
labeled property graph [77]. The example is illustrated in Figure 3 shows the connections
between the set of sentences and the set of aspects/keywords. It represents a bipartite
graph of a single step traversal extracted based on the proposed schema illustrated in
Figure 4. Possible pairings could be Review-Sentence (single step length), Review-Keyword
(2 step length), or Review-Class (3 step length).

https://github.com/cjhutto/vaderSentiment
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Algorithm 1: Algorithm for generating a dataset for a labeled Property Graph-
based customer reviews analysis model.

/* label functions (LFs), NLP Dependency parser (DP), sentiment analyze (SA) */

Input: LFs, DP, SA
Data: Reviews, weak classifiers (Wc), labeled sets (Ls)

1 for each review in reviews do
/* Clean and split Reviews into sentences */

2 sentences = Preprocess(review)
3 for each sent in sentences do

4 Rev_Sentences
append←−−−−[rev_id, sent_no, sent]

/* Label/annotate sentences */

5 for sents in Rev_Sentences do
/* Compile sentences and lables: LSents */

/* Using WeakSupervision algorithm: WS */

6 LSents[rev_id, sent_no, sent, classes] = WS(Wc, Ls,sents)

7 for sent, classes in LSents do
/* get classes present in sentence */

8 for class in classes do
9 if class==1 then

10 aspect_keywords =get_keywords(class)
11 found_keywords = find_keywords(sent, aspect_keywords)
12 for each kw in found_keywords do
13 polarity= aggregate_sentiment(sent, kw, NP, SA)

/* Compile dataset for labeled property graph */

14 GraphSet
append←−−−−[rev_id, sent_no, sent, kw, polarity, class]

Output: GraphSet

Algorithm 2: Sentiment Aggregation Algorithm.
/* NLP Dependency parser (DP), sentiment analyze (SA) */

Input: LFs, DP, SA
Data: Reviews, weak classifiers (Wc), labeled sets (Ls)

1 compiled_sentiment = {‘neg’: 0.0, ‘neu’: 0.0, ‘pos’: 0.0, ‘compound’: 0.0}
/* Dependency sentiment function DSF */

2 Dep_score = DSF(sent,kw,DP, SA)
/* Proximity sentiment function PSF */

3 Prox_score = PSF(sent,kw,SA)
/* Segmentation sentiment function SSF */

4 Seg_score = SSF(sent,kw, SA)
5 All_sentiments = [Dep_score, Seg_score, Prox_score]

/* Add up all sentiment */

6 foreach sent ∈ all_sentiments do
7 foreach key ∈ compiled_sentiment.keys() do
8 compiled_sentiment[key] += sent[key]

/* Divide by 3 to obtain average */

9 foreach key ∈ compiled_sentiment.keys() do
10 compiled_sentiment[key] = compiled_sentiment[key] / 3

/* Extract final polarity value */

11 polarity = compiled_sentiment[’compound’]
Output: polarity
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The main reason for this graph-based approach is that graph databases and graph
theory are well suited to modeling problems inherently characterized by many relationships.
Graphs are a powerful modeling tool for product feature models and natural language.
This phase aims to create a simple and flexible framework to answer a wide range of
queries. The evaluation of our framework in Figure 4 is conducted to confirm its ability
to analyze the interrelationships among the aspect-opinions efficiently. The analyses are
based on customer feedback, product design constraints, and feature relationships.

The proposed model is designed to capture and harness the natural hierarchies and
relationships that exist among the various entities which make up a review (listed in
Table 1). Reviews are made up of sentences, and sentences are composed of a group of
words. Some of these words are aspect keywords on which the sentences express opinions.
Aspect keywords, in turn, belong to specific classes.Each entity, whether vertex or edge,
may have some attributes. For instance, the review ID (“review_id”) and date of review
(“date”) are extracted from the dataset. Furthermore, the aspect polarity is obtained through
aspect-opinion polarity prediction, whiles the number of the reviews where classes are
co-mentioned is derived through the counting of matching patterns.

Table 1. Details of model entities.

Entity Type Labels Attributes

Vertex Review review_id, date
Vertex Sentence number, text
Vertex Keyword keyword
Vertex Class name
Edge HAS_SENTENCE –
Edge HAS_OPINION_ON polarity
Edge BELONGS_TO –
Edge CO_OPINION rev_intersect

Figure 3. Sentence-aspect bipartite labeled property graph.

Figure 4. Schema of aspect-opinion labeled property graph.

3.4. Expected Output

• Aspect-opinion-polarity graph dataset: this dataset is the result obtained by applying
modules A, B, and C from the proposed framework in Figure 2. Based on the predicted
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aspect classes of a review sentence, the algorithm extracts aspect keywords and
predicts the sentiment as aspect-opinion-polarity. Polarity represents whether the
sentiment on the aspect keyword is positive, neutral, or negative. The procedure
involved in generating the complete graph dataset is given by Algorithm 1. The dataset
captures the notion that reviews are composed of sentences, sentences express opinions
on one or more keywords. It also considers that the keywords belonging to specific
aspect classes have a polarity score based on the expressed opinion. Fundamentally,
the application of the labeled property graph-based analytics model for customer
reviews should answer the basic questions posited in Section 3.3.4.

• Analytics: the framework is expected to be capable of providing an analytical and
querying mechanism to answer a wide range of questions. As the main access point
to all functionality within the framework, it is expected to support the provision of
solutions to the questions itemized in Section 3.2.1.

3.5. Dataset and System Setup

A real dataset made up of 5000 customer reviews of the Samsung Chromebook (Wi-
Fi, 11.6-Inch) 2012 Model (ASIN: B009LL9VDG). Accessibility of data, sufficient product
complexity, and the ubiquity of the product were the main considerations made before
selecting to use data from the Samsung Chromebook. The laptop computer is a common
device in daily life and hence presents a good opportunity to give our readers a fair chance
to appreciate the application of our method. The complexity of how its various components
fit together is not overly complex to the point that it may hinder the understanding of the
intuition behind the method and the interpretation of results.

We used the Neo4j Graph database (https://neo4j.com/, accessed on 5 December 2021)
for network data storage, and the Cypher Query Language [78] was used for modeling
and graph pattern matching and traversals. The python-based client library and toolkit
Py2Neo (http://py2neo.org/, accessed on 5 December 2021), which supports both Bolt
(https://boltprotocol.org/, accessed on 5 December 2021) and HTTP were used to work
with the graph database from within Python. The machine learning pipelines were achieved
with the help of PySpark (http://spark.apache.org/docs/2.1.0/api/python/pyspark.html,
accessed on 5 December 2021). The hardware system specifications are as follows: four
NVidia GTX 1080Ti GPUs, one Xeon (R) e5-2686w v4 CPU, four 32 GB DDR4, one 1T
SSD, and two 4T hard disks. Details on how to access the dataset can be found in the
supplementary materials (Section 6).

A summary of the resulting database after data processing and graph modeling is
shown in Table 2. Of the 193 aspect keywords, only 134 were referenced explicitly in the
product’s customer reviews. The illustration in Figure 5 is a result of a subgraph extraction
following the application of the dataset generated with Algorithm 1. It shows the various
relationships captured as expected of the proposed data model schema in Figure 4. The
proposed framework is tested in a use case of 5000 reviews distilled to 4325 after pre-
processing. The final graph network contains 29,868 sentences, out of which 18,374 have
explicit keyword mentions.

Table 2. Graph database summary.

ITEM COUNT

Relationships 52,505
Nodes 23,031
Classes 17
Keywords 193
Reivews 4325
Sentences 18,374

https://neo4j.com/
http://py2neo.org/
https://boltprotocol.org/
http://spark.apache.org/docs/2.1.0/api/python/pyspark.html
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Figure 5. Sub-graph of review 2456 with two sentences, which opinions on three aspect keywords
where keyword connect is mentioned in 103 other sentences.

4. Results

This section applies our proposed framework to analyze regular and comparative
opinions at the aspect level. Our approach allows designers to convert any question
into a pattern and process it against the graph model to retrieve the results. We also
deploy the framework to extract opinion trends and opinion-targeted phrase summaries.
Network analysis is used to calculate the importance of apsect class under various sentiment
contexts. These kinds of capabilities are vital for analyzing the customer feedback of
complex products.

A customer review may contain opinions of the “brightness” (SCREEN class) and
“battery life” (BATTERY class) of a laptop. By design and function, these two components
are connected. One of the factors that affect the battery life is the configuration of the
screen and its energy consumption. Before a change can be made, experts need to know
the general opinion of all reviewers regarding these two components. It may also be
necessary to investigate the comparative opinions of the battery and other features that
affect its performance. The modular approach of our framework permits any aspect-
opinion classification algorithm to be plugged into the aspect-opinion-polarity prediction
Section 3.3.3 module of our framework. However, our proposed graph model leverages the
underlying sentiment information for expressive ad hoc analysis instead of relying on only
simple opinion summaries and feature tallying.

This section uses function composition to create graph traversals of arbitrary length. A
function composition represents a formal description of a graph traversal made of multiple
single step traversals explained earlier in Section 3.1.4. As a prelude to the traversals
executed on the proposed model architecture, here (Equation (3)) is the composition for
extracting the keywords mentioned in a specific sentence P̂(V)→ P̂(S).

f (sj) = (εkeyword ◦ vin ◦ eHAS_OPINION_ON
lab+ ◦ eout)(sj) (3)

The function f traverses to the outgoing edges of the sentence vertex sj. It then
filters to allow only edges with the label HAS_OPINION_ON (This filtering shows what
is possible but may not be necessary since only one edge type exists between sentence
and keyword vertices in this model). It then traverses to the incoming vertices of those
HAS_OPINION_ON edges and finally returns the name property of those vertices.
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4.1. Regular Opinion Analysis

The use of regular opinion analysis helps to answer simple queries that are based on
single aspects. A designer’s close-ended question could be framed as “Do you like feature
X?" and accompanied with options that are interpreted as “POSITIVE”, “NEUTRAL”, and
“NEGATIVE”. When the matched pattern is aggregated across the whole dataset or survey,
it answers queries such as “How many customers like/dislike feature X?". This category of
queries is necessary for the initial exploratory analysis of customer opinions. Having access
to more information during the analysis improves the flexibility to support a broader range
of questions and query refinement.

4.1.1. Aspect Keyword Analysis

The illustration in Figure 6 is typical example of the simple opinion summaries pre-
sented in related works. To extract the summary in Figure 6, first, the function g1 of
Equation (4) is applied to count the number of incoming (vertex in-degree) polarity prop-
erties related to each of the 134 connected keyword vertices. Second, a sort (A sort of the
sum of all opinion polarities (positive, negative, and neutral) per keyword.) by descending
order is applied to retrieve the top 20 keywords. Thirdly, these top 20 vertices are then fed
through the traversal composition (g1 ◦ g2 ◦ g3) (or (g2 ◦ g3) if their in-degree counts from
the previous computation is stored) which includes Equations (5) and (6) for positive and
negative opinions, respectively.
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Figure 6. Distribution of opinion interest intensity on top 20 aspect keywords.

g1(i) = (ε
polarity
p+ ◦ eHAS_OPINION_ON

lab+ ◦ ein)(i) (4)

g2(i) = (ε
polarity>0
p+ ◦ eHAS_OPINION_ON

lab+ ◦ ein)(i) (5)

g3(i) = (ε
polarity<0
p+ ◦ eHAS_OPINION_ON

lab+ ◦ ein)(i) (6)

4.1.2. Aspect Class Analysis

Figure 7 illustrates the class-opinion distribution summary of the entire dataset. To
produce this result, the traversal composition ( f1 ◦ f2 ◦ f3) based on Equations (7)–(9) was
applied. Following the schema model, the traversal begins at the incoming edge of the
selected aspect class vertex i. Through filtering (The CO_OPINION edges are excluded.)
operations, the traversal includes those edges labeled BELONGS_TO. The traversal then
proceeds to the source vertices (These vertices denoted as vout in the traversal are the
keyword vertices according to the LPG schema in Figure 4.) of those edges to access their
incoming edges with label HAS_OPINION_ON. The traversal ends by accessing the
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polarity properties of the HAS_OPINION_ON edges on that path. The property filtering
is done at three levels of detail to capture essential information needed. The polarity prop-
erties had values assigned during the operation of the aspect-opinion-polarity prediction
module of Section 3.3.3. The function f1 collects all properties without restriction while the
functions f2 and f3 restrict the property by positive and negative ranges, respectively.

f1(i) = (ε
polarity
p+ ◦ eHAS_OPINION_ON

lab+ ◦ ein

◦ vout ◦ eBELONGS_TO
lab+ ◦ ein)(i)

(7)

f2(i) = (ε
polarity>0
p+ ◦ eHAS_OPINION_ON

lab+ ◦ ein

◦ vout ◦ eBELONGS_TO
lab+ ◦ ein)(i)

(8)

f3(i) = (ε
polarity<0
p+ ◦ eHAS_OPINION_ON

lab+ ◦ ein

◦ vout ◦ eBELONGS_TO
lab+ ◦ ein)(i)

(9)
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Figure 7. Distribution of customer opinion interest intensity on the aspect classes.

4.2. Comparative Opinion Analysis

Most network analysis techniques are developed for single relational graphs. For this
reason, it is often necessary to go a step further to provide better insight when working
with multi-relational graph models such as the one proposed in this work. This requires
the exposure of multi-relational networks to single graph analysis techniques [67]. Here
we do this through projections. Our model allows us to create bipartite graph projections
(Review-to-Class) with all entities between the two sets making up the path. Furthermore,
these paths are rich in properties and labels and permit the execution of filtering operations
according to a wide range of criteria. These arbitrary criteria enable the creation of unique
projections. As illustrated in Figure 8, data from four paths emanating from a single review
shows the aspect classes mentioned in the sentences of the customer’s review. A path
is valid if its classes and keywords are unique. Unipartite paths can then be formed by
following valid paths from one aspect class to another.

Comparative aspect-opinion summaries are needed to analyze the opinions of a feature
or set of features relative to others. The following are examples of typical question patterns.

• How many customers prefer feature X to feature Y?
• How many customers like feature X but not feature Y?
• How many customers like features [X, Y] but not Z?
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• How many reviews have negative comments on at least two (2) features between
month A and month B? (Identify critical reviews.)

Answering such questions requires tracking product aspects and sentiments in textual
customer reviews. This cannot be achieved by manually reading a large number of customer
reviews or performing a text-based search.

Figure 8. Illustration of data for four bipartite paths at the review level, from review to aspect class.
Unipartite projections can then be extracted by extending the paths in two directions (through unique
aspect keyword nodes). The individual paths formed can be seen in the table.

4.2.1. Comparative Aspect Keyword Analysis and Ranking

For the summary shown in Figure 9, a traversal similar to that in Equation (10) is
applied to obtain the desired result.

4.2.2. Comparative Aspect Class Analysis and Ranking

Given a pair of aspect classes (i, j), the traversal in Equation (10) finds the sentences
S that have the HAS_OPINION_ON relationship with their aspect keywords. Executing
this traversal for all distinct aspect class pairs and sorting the results gives us the top 10 ten
negative aspect pairs in Table 3. Flipping the signs of the polarity filters gives us the top 10
positive aspect pairs in Table 4.

f4(i, j) = (ε
j
ε+ ◦ vin ◦ eBELONGS_TO

lab+ ◦ eout ◦ vin

◦ ε
polarity<0
p+ ◦ eHAS_OPINION_ON

lab+ ◦ eout

◦ Sout ◦ ε
polarity<0
p+ ◦

eHAS_OPINION_ON
lab+ ◦ ein ◦ vout

◦ eBELONGS_TO
lab+ ◦ ein)(i)

(10)

We extract co-mention graphs similar to co-authorship graphs from the resulting
bipartite graphs. Paths are valid for a pair of aspect classes if the same review references
them. The path runs from the set of reviews through sentences and keywords to the aspect
classes. The number reviews a pair of reviews has in common is used as the weight between
the two aspect classes (Same analysis as in Tables 3 and 4). These weights are used as input
for the PageRank [79,80] algorithm. Figure 10 illustrates the results when total (positive,
negative, neutral) polarity counts are used as weights for computing the rank scores. Since
individuals write reviews, we assume the sentiment on each aspect expresses the level of
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satisfaction provided by the product aspect. In other words, the experiences provided by
individual product features contribute to overall customer satisfaction.
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Figure 9. Distribution of opinion interest intensity on top 20 keyword pairs.

Table 3. Top 10 positive co-mentioned aspect classes.

CLASS1 CLASS2 COUNT

OS LAPTOP 817
CONNECTIVITY LAPTOP 728

DISPLAY LAPTOP 572
KEYBOARD LAPTOP 531

CONNECTIVITY OS 446
PERFORMANCE LAPTOP 441

BATTERY LAPTOP 430
DISPLAY OS 381

KEYBOARD OS 349
CONNECTIVITY DISPLAY 332

Table 4. Top 10 negative co-mentioned aspect classes.

CLASS1 CLASS2 COUNT

OS LAPTOP 269
CONNECTIVITY LAPTOP 218

DISPLAY LAPTOP 174
CONNECTIVITY OS 141

DISPLAY OS 116
KEYBOARD LAPTOP 97

PERFORMANCE LAPTOP 95
CONNECTIVITY DISPLAY 82

MULTIMEDIA LAPTOP 82
KEYBOARD OS 72

Analyses such as the one conducted in [32] seek to find the weakness of a product
through a definitive ranking of the aspects that have negative opinion polarity. Applying
the appropriate pattern matching filtering (only negative opinions) operations can realize
the insight shown in Figure 11. The reverse can also be produced for only positive opinions,
as shown in Figure 12. This gives an indication of the most satisfactory product aspects to
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users. The analysis establishes that the most frequently mentioned product features are not
necessarily the most influential.

4.3. Opinion Trends

As customer reviews are collected over time, it is beneficial to track the orientation of
customer opinions during that period. The aspect-opinion information can be collected for
visual trend analysis. In Figure 13, the negative comments count per month of the 2nd, 3rd,
and 4th most influential aspect classes are illustrated. The data are obtained by filtering on
the aspect class names and the negative opinion polarities of the aspect keywords. This
gives the designers information on the most active periods and the quantity of attention
the product attracted.
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Figure 10. Product aspect class ranking across all opinions.
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Figure 11. Product aspect class ranking for negative opinions.
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Figure 12. Product aspect class ranking for positive opinions.

Figure 13. Aspect negative mentions trend.

4.4. Targeted Aspect-Opinion Phrase Summaries

The ability to filter information under varying sentiment and aspect keywords context
permits the extraction of specific sentences for further analysis. Figure 14 shows an aspect-
opinion summary of sentences that had a negative sentiment on the charger class. In
addition to the charger problems and wrong user manuals, reviewers were also concerned
about their ability to watch youtube. They also lamented about dead battery problems.
We chose to analyze data for the CHARGER class because of the significant difference in
ranking between our networked-based result (Figure 11) and the simple frequency-based
ranking (Figure 7).
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Figure 14. Summary of aspect-opinions in sentences which had a negative sentiment on the
charger class.

5. Discussion and Limitations

We set out to drive more flexibility into customer feedback analysis tasks performed
by product experts. This initiative involves supporting varying ad hoc queries and analysis
without the need to repeat data pre-processing or data modeling. Our proposed framework
enables design experts to automatically label and track relevant concepts according to
product research objectives as part of data pre-processing. This is contrary to some related
works which depend solely on pre-labeled datasets and do not consider expert input.
Unlike [33] which requires experts to scale down the detected terms, our scheme enables
inclusion or exclusion of terms and information based on the designer’s current line of
inquiry. We also find the modular approach friendly to product experts with limited
data science experience. The framework supports method substitution and graph model
extension. Customer demographics, product sales, and engineering-specific data are viable
candidates for graph model extension. Methods such as data labeling or aspect-based
sentiment classification can be replaced with alternatives better known to design experts.

The framework considers aspect-opinion polarity prediction as a fundamental data
pre-processing task. Related works focus on sentiment classification as the primary tool
for online product reviews analysis. However, not all queries can be answered by only
sentiment data. The proposed sentiment annotation module detects and tags designer-
specified aspect keywords, aspect classes, and general nouns with sentiment polarity
scores (negative, neutral, positive, and values). This module further integrates all the
information constructs (Table 1) in a labeled property model for flexible analysis. The graph
model exposes all the information constructs to search, filtering, pattern matching, and
graph-theoretic analysis. This feature relieves product experts from dealing with large
spreadsheets and copra of raw textual data.

Another upside of our approach is that, compared to related work, product design ex-
perts can use it to perform a broader range of analyses types.It supports analysis techniques
such as comparative aspect-opinion analysis and aspect satisfaction/influence ranking that
are required for complex products. This can verified from the comparison given in Table 5.
Our method can also generate datasets to support other machine learning-based tasks. In
our case, the aspect-specific sentiment trends extracted can be fed to times series models.
In the product design space, related works use only regular aspect-opinion analysis as a
standard way of presenting the results of sentiment classification techniques as well as
recommendation for design changes.
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Table 5. Comparison of the range of analyses types achievable in related works.

Paper Regular Comparative Ranking Trend Extraction/Prediction Targeted Phrase Summaries Semantic/Implicit

Our
work X X X X X

[28] X
[29] X X
[30] X X
[31] X X
[32] X X
[33] X X X
[34] X X
[35] X X
[36] X
[37] X X
[38] X X
[39] X X
[40] X
[41] X X
[42] X X
[44] X X

The application of our work validates the efficacy of the network ranking approach
for product features. Leveraging the flexibility of our graph model, we show it is trivial
to support more expressive queries. By accessing common reviews between pairs of
aspect classes, Tables 3 and 4 are an illustration of simple counts of top 10 co-positive and
top 10 co-negative aspect class mentions. This means that these aspect class pairs were
mentioned concurrently in the same reviews with the same sentiment polarity. Based
on this, it is realistic to envisage a similar result for cases where the pairs hold opposing
sentiment polarity. This can be achieved by inverting the signs of the related property filters.
Hence, our approach avoids relying on simple opinion tallies for ranking by leveraging a
network analysis approach to measure the aspects’ influence in a specific query context.

Furthermore, our approach supports aspect-opinion trend extraction similar to related
works [35,37,38] but differs in two ways. First, it goes further to allow this extraction over
arbitrary domain property (time, sentiment, aspect keywords, and aspect class) filtering.
Second, it does not go as far as the related work to predict future trends. However,
extracting such arbitrary datasets makes it easy to try out multiple trend predictions based
on the datasets.

A user can essentially query the resulting graph model for any patterns they desire.
Such a feature is applicable where there is the need to reduce or avoid information overload,
perform sentiment-based aspect search or analysis, and targeted sentence extraction. A
wide variety of ad hoc queries ranging from individual aspect sentiment statistics to
statistics based on their co-occurrence aspect-opinions is possible.

The application of the proposed framework in Section 4 commences by illustrating
how it can be used to produce some metrics which are characteristic of those in related lit-
erature. Figure 7 shows the distribution of customer opinion-based interest intensity on the
aspect classes. It is a simple summary of the aspects and their respective sentiment distribu-
tion across the positive, neutral, and negative sentiment classes. Designers can take this as a
naive indication of the relevance of various aspect classes as far as the customer perception
of the product design is concerned. We produce a similar summary for the top 20 most men-
tioned keywords in Figure 6. The appearance of keywords chromebook, laptop, computer
in the top 5 may be an initial indication of why the LAPTOP class has the topmost aspect
class interest intensity in Figure 7. However, inconclusive as some mechanism for ranking
needs to be applied to boost the confidence in such a hypothesis.

Salient points from the regular and comparative analysis are summarized in Table 6.
The CHARGER aspect class which was ranked 16th according to frequency in Figure 7
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is shown to be at the 2nd position when ranked overall opinion polarities (Figure 10). It
serves as an influential source of frustration for users as it is the 3rd ranked under negative
aspect-opinions. The FAN aspect class which was 12th overall reviews (Figure 7) is found
at 2nd position when ranking is done for only negative sentiments (Figure 10). Although
the laptop’s power is related to the CHARGER and BATTERY, the failures of the charger
play a larger role in the problem. Overall, the BATTERY class has a better impression than
the CHARGER class. The customers who have a problem with the battery are most likely
affected because of charger problems. Targeted opinion summarization applied to the
CHARGER class gives more clarity (Figure 14). The summary revealed that the instructions
for charging are inadequate. The nontraditional port/hole was confusing for the users. The
LAPTOP class is very general, appears at the top of most rankings, and is not a point of focus
in our final analyses. The OS, CHARGER, and FAN classes present the best opportunity to
improve the product. These three aspect classes are among the highest-ranked satisfactory
aspects. They represent a point of division for the customers. Fixing issues related to
documentation and user manuals could bring better satisfaction to customers and increase
the overall rating of the laptop. The OS class should be given special attention since it
is ranked consistently in the top 5 throughout. OS is the interfacing module for almost
all operations on the laptop. Resolving user challenges in this class can improve general
customer satisfaction. Frequent phrases with negative sentiment in sentences referencing
the OS class include offline documents, internet connection, offline google, internet, low, very
limited, limited functionality, offline apps, internet disappointing, very frustrating, os difficult,
slower, offline windows, offline applications, very difficult chrome, disappointed windows, offline
apps. Some background research on the Chromebook 12 laptop revealed that the operating
system depends on internet connectivity to function fully. Based on these findings, solving
the CONNECTIVITY challenges will positively affect the customer opinions of the OS class.

Table 6. Aspect class ranking summary. (Freq Rank = Frequency rank (Figure 7), AOC Rank = All
Opinion Centrality Rank (Figure 10), NOC Rank= Negative Opinion Centrality rank (Figure 11)).

Aspect Freq Rank AOC Rank NOC Rank

CONNECTIVITY 3 7 6
BATTERY 8 6 12
FAN 12 3 2
CHARGER 16 2 3
OPTICAL DRIVE 14 8 7

The lexicon-based techniques employed do not capture keyword and sentiment nu-
ances adequately. For instance, our sentiment classification failed to annotate phrase
‘dead silent device’ as positive. Our approach’s inability to capture implicit product aspect
expressions and sentiments excludes 11,494 sentences from the analyses.

6. Conclusions

With business models and service delivery continuously disrupted by digital trans-
formation, customer engagement has become more digital and indirect. Businesses either
have a global customer base or plan to build one for their products and services. Customers
willingly express their opinions on products and services on a massive scale on online
review platforms. Developing aspect-opinion analytics solutions is imperative to extract
product and service improvement insight.

This paper proposes a generic graph-based method for aspect-opinion analysis of
complex products customer feedback. The method processes online customer feedback
for the task of product design improvement. It shows how fast domain expert-guided
dataset labeling can be achieved to ease the difficulty of acquiring quality domain-specific
labeled datasets for investigations. We demonstrated the operation of the framework
through a real-world case study of analyzing the reviews on a Samsung Chromebook
2012 model. Compared to related work, our approach performs more types of analysis
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and, therefore more flexible. Specifically, our method performs regular and comparative
aspect-opinion analysis, aspect satisfaction/influence ranking, opinion trend extraction,
and targeted aspect-opinion summarization. The results show that simple summaries
produced in previous related studies are inadequate to provide insight into service or
design improvement. Primarily, our approach supports ad hoc aspect-opinion inquiries
typical of real-world requirements analysis, giving experts the required expressivity.

Our generic graph-based method provides several piratical benefits for customer
feedback analysis in the product design space. First, design experts can focus on the ques-
tions they want to ask rather than worrying about data preprocessing and data modeling.
They are presented with functionality to match any ad hoc pattern and perform follow-up
analyses on the results. They can also extend simple feature search into a sentence or review
extraction operation to target a subset of customer content. Furthermore, the analyses
can be stretched to accommodate filtering based on sentiment, time, and co-occurrence of
other features.

For future work, we will investigate the possibility of extending this framework to
build an opinion-aware knowledge graph by incorporating other pieces of information.
Valuable data points for extending our graph model include customer ratings, customer
IDs, location, questions and answers, review replies, and review votes. Second, we will
investigate how conversational intelligence could transform the standard query formats
from natural language to graph pattern matching and filtering queries. It is also necessary
to improve our framework’s ability to handle implicit customer opinions.
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